As web applications become more prevalent, web security becomes more and more important. Cross-site scripting vulnerability abbreviated as XSS is a kind of common injection web vulnerability. The exploitation of XSS vulnerabilities can hijack users' sessions, modify, read and delete business data of web applications, place malicious codes in web applications, and control victims to attack other targeted servers. This paper discusses classification of XSS, and designs a demo website to demonstrate attack processes of common XSS exploitation scenarios. The paper also compares and analyzes recent research results on XSS detection, divides them into three categories according to different mechanisms. The three categories are static analysis methods, dynamic analysis methods and hybrid analysis methods. The paper classifies 30 detection methods into above three categories, makes overall comparative analysis among them, lists their strengths and weaknesses and detected XSS vulnerability types. In the end, the paper explores some ways to prevent XSS vulnerabilities from being exploited.
The attacker puts the malicious code in his submissions to websites, and websites store these submissions in databases directly. When the victim browses these contents, the XSS attack will be triggered. The detailed process is as follows and shown in Figure 2 .
C. REFLECTED XSS
Reflected XSS is also known as type-2 XSS. The process of reflected XSS attack is similar with DOM Based XSS, and the difference is that malicious code is included in the response of websites. Attackers usually insert malicious scripts into a URL and lure users to click on it. When the victim clicks on the link, he will get the response with malicious code from the website.
The attacker will get sensitive data through malicious code execution. Unlike DOM Based XSS vulnerabilities, reflected XSS is a server-side vulnerability. Malicious code is parsed at the server-side rather than at the client-side. The detailed process is as follows and shown in Figure 3 .
III. RISKS CAUSED BY EXPLOITING XSS VULNERABILITIES
In this section, we created a demo website to illustrate how to exploit XSS vulnerabilities. The demo website is deployed locally and the domain name is www. phpbegin.local. 
A. PHISHING ATTACK
We created a malicious website (http://www. phpbegim.local) with the same login display effect with our demonstrated website (http://www.phpbegin.local). It's worth noting that URLs are the same except for one letter. We forged a malicious link (http://www.phpbegin. local /login.php?userName=<script>window.location. href=''www.
phpbegim.local/login.php'';</script>& password=&submit=), sent it to a user via email and lured the user to click on it. When the user clicked the malicious link, the user entered his username and password and clicked the login button. We used the following code (see Figure 4 ) to redirect the user to the normal website, and stored his username and password in the database. The user logged in the website normally without being aware that his username and password had been stolen. The process of phishing is shown in Figure 5 .
In 2016, a hacker named MLT discovered a reflected XSS vulnerability in eBay and stole users' accounts and passwords using the method described above [5] . 
B. STEAL COOKIE
The attacker stores a file cookis.js including some malicious code in the directory myjs of the malicious website and then posts some submission including <script src="http://www.phpbegim.local/myjs/cookis.js"></script> to the demonstrated website. When users access the pages containing the above submission, the demonstrated website will send responses to users. The malicious code will be executed and the attacker will receive users' cookies (see Figure 6 ). In the end, the attacker can use some penetration test tool to replace his cookie value with the stolen cookie value (see Figure 7 ), and then he can login in the demonstrated website(see Figure 8 ) by counterfeiting users. The process of stealing cookie is shown in Figure 9 .
In 2017, Tavis Ormandy, a researcher of Google Project Zero, discovered a DOM Based XSS vulnerability when an Adobe Chrome extension was installed by default [6] . This vulnerability allowed browsers to execute privileged JavaScript code and steal users' cookies and other sensitive data. In 2015, Tavis Ormandy discovered XSS vulnerabilities in AVG Web TuneUp, a Chrome extension of AVG which is an anti-virus software [7] . Due to the complex installation process of the extensive, Some of the measures used to protect against malware in Chrome have failed. These vulnerabilities may be used for remote code execution and to expose users' browsing records and cookies. In 2016, Sucuri, a network security service provider, discovered a stored XSS vulnerability in Magento platform which is an E-commerce website [8] . The attacker could exploit this vulnerability to steal information of users such as browsing and purchasing history and get administrative privileges and do whatever administrators can do.
C. DOS ATTACK
The attacker stores a file dos.js in the directory myjs of the malicious website, and then posts some submission including <script src="http://www.phpbegim.local/myjs/dos.js"> </script> to the demonstrated website. The dos.js code will insert large invalid data to cookies. When users access the pages containing the attacker's submission, the malicious code is executed, and a lot of invalid data is injected into users' cookies. When users browse the demonstrated website again, they will get 400 errors ( Figure 10 ), because the website cannot parse cookies which have a large amount invalid data. The process of DoS attack is shown in Figure 11 .
D. DDOS ATTACK
In 2014, Incapsula, the Japan's cloud security service provider, reported a Stored XSS in one of the world's largest video websites [9] . The attacker inserted malicious JavaScript code into <img> tag of a user's custom avatar and published a lot of comments on many videos with the custom avatar. When legitimate users browsed these videos, the malicious code was executed and added a hidden <iframe> tag with a tool based Ajax script that can send a request to the targeted server per second. The more users watched these videos, the more requests were sent to the targeted server, which in turn caused the targeted server to exhaust all resources and not respond to normal user requests any more. The process of DDoS is shown in Figure 12 .
E. STEALING BROWSER SCREENSHOTS
The attacker stores a file shot.js in the directory myjs of the malicious website, and then posts some submission including <script src="http://www.phpbegim.local/myjs/shot.js"> </script> to the demonstrated website. The shot.js code will copy and send victim's screenshots to the malicious website. When users access the pages containing the attacker's submission, the script takes a screenshot of the browser, sends it back to the malicious website(see Figure 13 ). The attacker can then decode the received data to view the image (see Figure 14 ). The process of stealing browser screenshots is shown in Figure 15 .
F. XSS WORMS
In 2011, Sina Weibo, a similar website with Twitter in China, received an attack from a XSS worm [10] . Once the user was attacked by the worm, the user would automatically send some microblogs to their fans to entice them to click. Once fans clicked on this Weibo to view the details, they would be infected and repeated the above steps, which would cause the worm to spread quickly. The process of Sina worm attack is shown in Figure 16 .
In 2014, a XSS vulnerability was discovered in TweetDeck [11] . The attacker injected malicious code into their tweets. When users logged in TweetDeck, the malicious code was executed. This attack could be automatically forwarded, causing all people who login TweetDeck to be attacked. In 2010, Twitter received an attack from the XSS worm [12] . When users logged in to Twitter, they would find some tweets with colored text. These tweets are automatically retweeted by the web version of Twitter when the mouse moves over these tweets. In 2005, Samy created the first XSS worm called "Samy Worm" to attack MySpace website [13] . Samy created a malicious script that not only forced anyone who had visited his personal page to add him as a friend, but also added a sentence to his "My Hero" category on his personal page: "But Samy is my biggest hero". Finally this script would be copied to the visitors' profile.
IV. DETECTION METHODS OF XSS VULNERABILITIES
In this section, we investigate recent studies on detecting XSS vulnerabilities. Different detection methods have different analysis mechanisms. According to difference of analysis mechanisms, we divide these methods into static analysis, dynamic analysis and hybrid analysis. Static analysis methods mainly find potential vulnerabilities by analyzing codes of the web application, but these methods may have a high false positive rate and sometimes the source code is unavailable. Dynamic analysis methods detect vulnerabilities by injecting data into the website to observe whether an attack is triggered, but these methods always have a high false negative rate due to inability to cover all cases. Hybrid analysis methods combine characteristics of above two mechanisms to detect vulnerabilities.
A. STATIC ANALYSIS Doupé et al. (2013) presented an approach that can rewrite applications to protect legacy web applications and separate the code from data automatically [14] . The method is implemented as a tool called deDacota that can be applied to ASP.NET web applications. The approach includes three steps. First of all, it needs to statically estimate the approximate output of each page. To implement this step, it has to determine what need to be written at each TextWriter.Write location and the order of calling TextWriter.write function. Secondly, it uses the approximation map to extract all possible inline JS scripts and output a collection containing all the inline JS scripts which might appear in pages. At last, it rewrites the application to identify inline JS scripts, deletes them in HTML pages and saves them in external JS files.
Steinhauser and Gauthier (2016) put forward an approach called JSPChecker that can detect context-sensitive XSS flaws [15] . Using JSPChecker requires no changes to the application or runtime environment. Firstly, it analyses the data flow of J2EE applications utilizing the SOOT which is a Java optimization framework. SOOT converts the result of an analytic application into Jimple middleware form which offers an API for constructing static analyses. It uses static analysis implemented by SOOT to record sanitizers in the data flow. Then it creates approximations of HTML pages utilizing the Java String Analyzer. At last, it utilizes a set of parser to parse the created HTML pages and to estimate the sanitized output context. When a parser comes across a cleaned value, it compares the output context with the order of sanitizers related to the value to check if they match. The result of the comparison determines whether there exists one XSS vulnerability.
Gupta and Gupta (2016) proposed a framework called CSSXC which could be deployed in the cloud environment to detect XSS vulnerabilities based on context-sensitive sanitation [16] . When a cloud user requests a source, the web application server accepts the request, extracts information such as parameters and links to detect the presence of code injection points and send them to Malicious JavaScript (JS) Detection Server. To speed up the process of detecting malicious code, the detection server uses a free XSS attack vector library. If there is a malicious script at the injection point, the detection server handles these untrusted values by utilizing sanitizers. The results of the sanitation are returned to the web application server and the web application server sends them to the cloud user.
Wang and Zhou (2016) proposed a detection mechanism integrated with HTML5 and CORS properties [17] . The mechanism is implemented as an extension of Firefox. When the browser submits a request to the server, the interceptor intercepts the request and forwards it to the action process module. This module contains two parts, a normal rules set for XSS detection and CORS detection. The XSS detection module utilizes static analysis combined with the detection of the sequence behavior to find vulnerabilities and constructs the attack reference based on rule patterns. In addition, the CORS detection module processes requests from JS scripts according to the Same-Origin policy. Only when the client has the corresponding privileges, it can be allowed to access resources. Finally, the reaction processor module handles results of detection to prevent malicious attacks.
Mohammadi et al. (2017) proposed a method using unit testing to detect XSS vulnerabilities caused by incorrectly applying encoding functions [18] . Firstly, in order to cover all test paths, it builds a group of unit tests according to each page that are utilized to detect XSS vulnerabilities. The principle of this step is that if the web page has a XSS vulnerability, a similar vulnerability will be contained in unit tests. The unit test tool takes source code, untrusted sources and sinks as inputs. Secondly, the method carries out attack evaluation. The purpose of this phase is to check whether each unit test can resist attacks from XSS attack strings. It uses JWebUnit to achieve the purpose. At last, in the attack generation phase, attack grammar is utilized to simulate the process of browser parsing JavaScript payloads and then to generate attack strings.
Gupta and Gupta (2018) proposed a novel framework called XSS-secure to detect XSS worms in social websites, which was deployed in a cloud environment [19] . There are two operational modes in XSS-Secure, training mode and detection mode. Training mode sanitizes untrusted variables which are extracted from the JavaScript code. In order to further process untrusted variables in the detection mode, they are stored in the sanitization snapshot repository and OSN Web server. Detection mode detects if there is a deviation between the sanitized HTTP response that is generated at the OSN web server and the response which is stored in the sanitization snapshot repository. If there exists deviation, the framework proves that hacker injects an XSS worm in the OSN web server. XSS-secure will determine and sanitize the context affected by XSS worm, and send the sanitized HTTP response to the user. The advantage of the method is that it can accurately determine the context affected by XSS worms and then sanitize it. Kronjee et al. (2018) implemented a tool called WIRE-CAML to detect SQL injection and XSS vulnerability in PHP web applications [20] . The tool combines data flow analysis with machine learning algorithms. Firstly, they collect enough data from the National Vulnerability Database and the SAMPLE dataset to create dataset which contains a number of PHP source code files. Secondly, the tool parses files in the dataset utilizing the Phply to build an abstract syntax trees (ASTs). Then, it generates control flow graphs (CFGs) based on ASTs and extracts features from CFGs using data flow analysis techniques. Finally, extracted features are applied to train a variety of different classifiers and test the result. In term of XSS vulnerabilities detection, the approach gets the precision rate of 79% and the recall rate of 71%. The result is not much satisfactory.
Alam and Rasheed (2018) presented an approach called NMPREDICTOR to detect web vulnerability [21] . The method utilizes machine learning algorithms and combines different prediction models. The dataset used in their experiment comes from Walden et al. [22] , which is named PHP security vulnerability dataset. The approach is mainly divided into two tiers. In the first tier, NMPREDICTOR created six different model from training set to predict whether a file is vulnerable. The data in the training set is labeled as vulnerable or not by applying supervised learning method. These six models take the PHP source files as input and output a probability that represents the probability of a file being attacked. In the second tier, the method utilizes results from the six models to create another model called meta classifier. The best result is the precision rate of 84.9% and the recall rate of 85.1%.
The static analysis method can effectively detect all paths in the source code, which effectively reduces the rate of false negative rate. However, static analysis methods also have many limitations. In many cases, applications will not expose source code for security reasons. Some applications even apply code confusion technique to prevent decompiling, which makes them harder for static analysis. Due to the need to check source code, some tools are deployed on the serverside and cannot detect DOM Based XSS, because it is a clientside vulnerability and malicious code needn't to go through the server. At the same time, some websites contain a lot of dynamic code that is loaded during execution time, and so static methods can't analyze these dynamic code.
We summarize the above static methods in Table 1 .
B. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
Lekies et al. (2013) presented a fully automated system to detect and validate DOM-based XSS vulnerabilities [23] . The system consists of two main components: a modified browsing engine and a fully automated vulnerability validation mechanism. The modified engine is used for vulnerability detection which can support dynamic byte-level taint tracking of suspicious flows. To implement it, authors directly modify the engine's string type implementation. Firstly, it encodes the given character's source information with only one byte and use specific number to markup source and encoding information. Secondly, it patches the V8 JavaScript engine to store whether bytes are tainted or not. Then it alters the DOM implementation to allow the spread of taint information. At last, it modifies the DOM Based XSS sinks to detect a tainted flow and notifies users.
The vulnerability validation mechanism receives three types of information from engine: data flow information, tainted value and byte tainted information, and uses them to validate vulnerabilities. Duchene et al. (2013) presented a black box detection called LigRE to detect XSS vulnerabilities [24] . LigRE consists of two parts, each of which contains two components. The first part is the reverse engineering model, which consists of control flow inference and data flow annotation. Control flow inference uses crawlers to learn control flow information of applications, maximize coverage and pass information to data flow annotations. Data flow annotation receives the inferred model, annotates sources and potential sinks and generates a model that contains control flow and data flow. The second part is constrained fuzzing, which consists of slicing and fuzzing. For each annotation, it generates a slice which is a trimmed model and uses these slices to guide the fuzzing.
Duchene et al. (2014) proposed KameleonFuzz, a black box Cross Site Scripting (XSS) fuzzer for web applications [25] . It is the extension of LigRE. KameleonFuzz has five main components: control flow inference, approximate taint flow inference, chopping, malicious input generation and precise taint inference. The first three components are the same as LigRE. Malicious input is generated by genetic algorithm, and attack grammar is used as parameter of the algorithm. Attack grammar can reduce the search space and simulate human aggressive behavior by limiting crossover and mutation operations. The original string matching method may not be able to infer the taint accurately, so it uses a double taint inference to get precise results. Stock et al. (2014) proposed an alternative filter design for DOM-Based XSS [26] . The method stops parsing the malicious code injected by the attacker using run time taint tracking and taint parser. It contains two main components, a JavaScript engine that can track the data flow of the attacker and a taint-aware HTML JavaScript parser which can detect malicious code generated from tainted value. In order to implement this method, it needs to do the following things. Firstly, it needs to alter the JavaScript engine. When the JavaScript engine encounters JavaScript code, it can mark up the code to execute it later. Secondly, it modifies the parser on how to handle the inclusion of external script content to ensure that the loaded content comes from the trusted web application. DOM binding also needs to be patched to implement the same strategy as the parser. Then it provides an API to ensure applications can choose whether or not to use the protection mechanism. At last, it needs to implement a policy to handle tainted JSON. Panja et al. (2015) proposed a method called Buffer Based Cache Check which needs to modify both the server and client side code [27] . When a user requests a page from a browser, the server checks whether there is a corresponding cache. If one is found, the server compares the requested page with the cache, marks the node that does not match as untrusted and stores it in a single node. Two new functions X and Z are added in order to modify codes. The browser receives the page and use function X to parse the content. When a function is called, it checks whether there are untrusted nodes. If untrusted nodes are found, the function checks whether they exist in the white list. If these nodes are not in the white list, they will be treated as malicious nodes. Function X reports information about malicious nodes to the server, such as the location in the DOM, and the server removes them from the page. Function Z returns a Boolean value indicating whether there exists malicious code. Gupta and Gupta (2015) proposed a defense prototype called PHP-sensor [28] . The principle of this method is to extract HTTP requests and responses. Firstly, it uses parameter value selector to extract all of parameters from web request. Based on these parameter values, it can infer malicious external script links (if exist), and find malicious scripts further. Parameter values and malicious scripts build a collection P. Secondly, it uses script and file extractor to extract scripts from the DOM tree and JavaScript content from the collected HTTP responses. These two parts make up the set D. Next, it decodes the code from set P and D by using a decoder recursively. When there is no encoded script, the process ends. At last, it compares the code between set P and D by using HTTP Response Variation Detector module to find inconsistent codes. The similarity of codes determines whether to send a warning message to users or redirect the request. Fazzini et al. (2015) proposed AutoCSP, an automated technique for retrofitting CSP to web applications [29] . It consists of four main stages: dynamic tainting, web page analysis, CSP analysis and source code transformation. First of all, AutoCSP receives a web application and a collection of test data, marks hard-coded values in the server-side code as trusted data and runs the web application when performing dynamic taint analysis. This phase outputs a group of dynamic HTML pages. Secondly, it decides which part of page could be treated as trusted elements by analyzing the page and the relevant taint information. Next, according to the results of web page analysis, it generates a strategy to block untrusted elements and allows to load trusted elements at the same time. At last, it transforms the server-side source code of web application to generate web pages using appropriate CSP. Pan et al. (2016) proposed a prototype called CSPAtuoGen [30] . It can deploy Content Security Policy (CSP) automatically. Compared with deDacota and AutoCSP, it does not need to modify the server. Compared with AutoCSP alone, it can handle the inline scripts contained dynamic scripts and run time information. CSPAutoGen has three main phases, and they are training, rewriting and run time. In the training phase, CSPAutoGen inputs a group of web pages and generates templates by training them. Next, in the second phase, it parses the input pages, creates corresponding CSPs according to templates and modifies pages to deploy CSPs. At last, the browser executes the deployed CSPs to prevent malicious scripts from being executed and loads scripts that needed at run time. Kerschbaumer et al. (2016) proposed a system that prevents XSS vulnerabilities from being exploited by using CSP [31] . The system generates a CSP strategy by allowing only scripts in the white list to exist in the website. Firstly, it needs to use the rendering engine of Firefox to listen the invocation of function onload. The purpose of the modification is to collect hash values of inline scripts generated when the user accesses the page and sends them to a third party. Secondly, it generates a CSP header for the website that has collected enough reports. For web pages that don't use CSP, the browser finds the most suitable CSP header in the CSP database. For web pages using unsafe-inline JS codes, the system removes them and they will be substituted for the script hashes existed in the CSP database. For web pages that don't use unsafe-inline JS codes, no changes will be made to the system. Parameshwaran et al. (2016) designed a test platform to detect DOM-Based XSS called DexterJS [32] . It uses dynamic taint analysis and verifies vulnerabilities automatically. The platform has two main components, instrumentation engine and exploit generator. The function of DexterJS is similar to a proxy server. Firstly, it intercepts requests of browser and obtains URLs of the website, find scripts existing in responses and modifies them to execute byte-level dynamic taint analysis. Secondly, when DexterJS receives a URL, it utilizes a crawler to detect the source code of the application and analyses data flows to find out potentially tainted flows. Results are sent to the exploit generator. Next, based on these results, the exploit generator determines the location where the tainted value can be injected. At last, it creates a malicious link to validate the original website. Rathore et al. (2017) proposed a method to detect XSS vulnerabilities on social networking services(SNSs) based on machine learning algorithms [33] . Firstly, it identifies XSS features and divides them into three categories: URL features, HTML tag features and SNSs features. Secondly, it collects 1000 SNSs web pages to build data set and extracts features from them, which are 400 benign web pages and 600 malicious web pages. Finally, it uses machine algorithms to train the data and get classified results. Authors use ten machine learning algorithms to perform experiments. The best experimental result is the precision rate 97.2% and the false positive rate 0.87%. But the data set is too small. Fang et al. (2018) proposed an approach called DeepXSS using deep learning to detect XSS [34] . First of all, it utilizes a crawler to collect malicious and normal data from the XSSed library and the DMOZ library. Secondly, it decodes the input data to restore the original form of the data recursively, normalizes the data to eliminate useless information and tags the data using regular expressions designed by themselves. Then it utilizes word2vec, a tool released by Google, to obtain the characteristic of XSS payloads and to build a mapping between each payload and each feature vector. Next, it inputs results of previous step into a neural network containing a Long Short Term Memory layer, a dropout layer and a softmax layer. At last, this method outputs the result whether there is an XSS vulnerability through the classifier.
Wang et al. (2018) proposed a framework called TT-XSS using dynamic taint analysis to detect DOM-Based XSS [35] . The framework has three main modules. The first module is used to collect URLs and stores them in a queue. The collection module applies static and dynamic methods to parse these URLs, deletes repetitive URLs and sends them to the taint tracking analysis module. In order to enable the taint tracking module to analyze the data flow from the source to the sink, it rewrites WebKit engine and DOM API to mark the input data and propagates tags in the data flow. Based on these tags, it gets taint tracks and sends them to automatic vulnerability verification module. The verification module uses taint tracks to generate attack vectors and employs attack vectors to validate vulnerabilities.
Liu and Wang (2018) [36] proposed a method which can detect stored XSS vulnerabilities through two crawl scans. First, it crawls the entire website URLs and injects special strings into them. Secondly, it crawls URLs containing special strings and detects whether there are vulnerabilities in them. The system is mainly composed of four parts: management engine, crawler module, detection module and report module. The management engine controls the crawler module and the detection module. The detection module stores test results in the database. Report module generates vulnerability report based on information stored in database.
Dynamic analysis methods focus on information acquired at run time. They detect whether there is an XSS vulnerability according to HTTP responses by sending requests to servers. The advantage of dynamic analysis method is that they don't need to get the source code of the web page and the false positive rate is low. But there are also some limitations of them. As the number of XSS payloads increases, they will take more time to detect XSS vulnerabilities. High time overhead may make these methods impossible to apply in practice. At the same time, dynamic analysis methods may get high false negative rate because test cases may not cover all possible situations.
We summarize these dynamic methods discussed above in Table 2 .
C. HYBRID ANALYSIS Patil and Patil (2015) proposed a sanitizer with detecting XSS vulnerabilities [37] . There are plenty of modules in the system architecture. First of all, the DOM module processes the DOM of the current page and the Input Field Capture module accepts the user input from link and text. Secondly, the Input Analyzer parses the user input from the previous module, divides content into link or text and passes results to the Links module and the Text Areas module respectively.
Then the Links module maintains a queue to store the received links and enters them into the XSS Sanitizer for detecting vulnerabilities. The job of the Text Areas is similar with the Links module. Next, the XSS Sanitizer passes the processed results to the XSS Notification module.
Finally, this module determines whether to generate a notification to warn users based on the previous processing results. Shar et al. (2015) implemented a tool called PhpMiner using machine learning methods to predict XSS vulnerabilities in web applications [38] . It can detect XSS, SQL injection, remote code execution and file inclusion vulnerabilities. The method combines static analysis with dynamic analysis. The main idea of the method is that the code used for validation and sanitization has attributes which can be used for predicting vulnerabilities. These code attributes are called input validation and sanitization (IVS) attributes. A sink is a node in the CFG which indicates a statement that interacts with other components such as databases. It uses hybrid analysis to extract information from sinks. Static analysis is used to compute slices for the sink. Dynamic analysis is only applied for inferring the type of sanitization functions and validation functions. All these information from hybrid analysis are classified based on IVS attributes and put these classifications into a set of attributes. Finally, it builds a supervised predictor and a semi-supervised predictor to predict web vulnerabilities. In term of predicting XSS vulnerabilities, the method gets the false rate of 9%, which is a little high. Hydara et al. (2015) proposed an approach to detect XSS vulnerabilities for web applications based on genetic algorithm (GA) [39] . The method is mainly composed of two parts, the CFG and the enhanced genetic algorithm. Firstly, it uses the PMD, which is a static analysis tool, to convert source codes of the tested web application to CFG. Secondly, it uses the enhanced GA to detect XSS vulnerabilities. The genetic algorithm mainly consists of two parts, encoding and genetic manipulation. Genetic manipulation is divided into three categories: selection, crossover and mutation. Encoding translates XSS vulnerability detection problems into a form that genetic algorithms can handle. By using genetic algorithms, fewer test cases can generate multiple different test cases to cover as many situations as possible. But for some web applications, the method gets a high false positive rate. Ahmed et al. (2016) did similar work with Hydra's work [40] . It uses Pixy, a taint static analysis tool to find the vulnerable paths in PHP applications and verify these paths using XSS vector generated by GA. Marashdih et al. (2017) also used GA to detect XSS vulnerabilities and made some improvements [41] . Compared with previous works, they delete the infeasible path in the CFG and thus reduce the false positive rate effectively. Pan and Mao (2016) proposed a method that combines the advantages of the white box method to not only check the inherent defects of the program but also check the logical defects [42] . Firstly, the Behavior Graph Generator (BGG) module receives a collection of user interactions with the application, such as sending a request, viewing the log and extracts features from them. The core principle is that there are some common sequences of users interacting with applications, and so it uses unsupervised co-clustering algorithms to learn it. The BGG module outputs a set of user behavior graphs. Secondly, the system inputs an attack graph to the Attack Graph Mediator module (AGP). Each node in the attack graph represents a vulnerability that has a chance to trigger an attack event. The AGP module generates an event graph in the end. Finally, the Behavior Graph Pruning (BGP) module uses sub-graph isomorphism algorithm to handle the output of the previous two modules. This module has two jobs. One is to prevent malicious attacks with similar features to nodes of the event graph. The other is to identify legitimate interactions with the application and divide them into different categories. Behaviors that do not belong to any category are marked as new attacks.
Ben Jaballah and Kheir (2017) proposed a framework for detecting a new type of XSS vulnerability called DOM-Source XSS in browser extensions [43] . Compared with the original DOM-Based XSS, the emergence of DOM-Source XSS indicates that DOM can also be an attack point of DOM-Based XSS. The detection process is divided into two phases: static analysis and dynamic analysis. Static analysis is composed of a text filter and an AST parser. The goal of this phase is to find out potential vulnerable user scripts by analyzing user scripts. The text filter handles scripts with string and regular expression to check generic instructions contained in the script and the permissions it has. The AST parser finds the tainted source and the sink. In the dynamic analysis phase, it modifies the process of dynamic symbolic execution with the goal of generating hierarchical documents to add an extra component called shadow DOM which is used to keep the structure of document and to update the value of element. Then in the second phase it outputs the vulnerable scripts. Choi et al. (2018) proposed an XSS detection method called HXD to detect XSS vulnerabilities using PhantomJS, a headless browser, and combining with static analysis and dynamic analysis [44] . HXD has four parts, Log analyzer, Data Manager, XSS Detector and Database. The log analyzer parses URLs in the log, removes duplicate data, modifies parameters in URLs and refines URLs as proper input URLs.
The data manager is responsible for managing the XSS detector, job scheduler, database of HXD and interacting with users. XSS detector includes static XSS analyzer and dynamic XSS analyzer. The static XSS analyzer injects XSS payloads into the URL processed by the log analyzer and the dynamic XSS analyzer utilizes PhantomJS to execute the URL to verify XSS vulnerabilities.
Hybrid analysis methods have the advantages of static analysis and dynamic analysis. They can not only detect all paths in the source code, but also get low false positive rate. In hybrid analysis, static analysis are used to find potential vulnerabilities in applications and improve the detection speed. Dynamic analysis are mainly used to verify XSS vulnerabilities. However, hybrid analysis methods also inherit the shortcomings of static analysis. Some of the hybrid analysis methods can only be applied to a single language, which makes them not very popular.
We summarize the above hybrid methods in Table 3 . 
V. CONCLUSION
XSS vulnerabilities are mainly caused by not properly filtering users' inputs, such as the wrong order in which the encoding function is applied. In order to prevent exploitation of XSS vulnerabilities, when dealing with users' inputs and the server outputs, web applications should add escaping process, avoid sensitive operations such as document rewriting and redirection with DOM as much as possible. Application developers should use the HttpOnly attribute to prevent malicious JS scripts from reading cookie information. This paper discusses the classification of XSS vulnerabilities, and demonstrates some common risks by exploiting them. The paper presents a comprehensive survey on recent studies about XSS detection methods, divides these methods into three types: static analysis, dynamic analysis, and hybrid analysis, and lists the pros and cons of these methods.
Although there are many methods to detect XSS vulnerabilities, it is still a very difficult task to detect all XSS vulnerabilities in one web application. This is mainly because the size of web applications is becoming larger, and the calling logic among modules is also becoming more complicated. In addition, various technologies such as code confusion and dynamic code generation further hinder the detection of XSS vulnerabilities. The methods discussed in this paper have their own advantages and disadvantages, and so far there has not been a perfect method. In addition to detection, the other direction is to prevent attack vector injection. Neural networks are good at extracting features from data, and can find hidden information in data. An interceptor which contains a well-trained neural network model can be deployed between clients and servers. The model in the interceptor detects whether a request sent to servers contains malicious code. However, this kind of methods may not detect DOM Based XSS because it is a client vulnerability. Therefore, if a web application needs to prevent XSS vulnerability attack perfectly, multiple methods must be used comprehensively.
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